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Abstract
We attempt to improve the performance of an existing wireless packet transmission system that uses coding
and transmitter diversity. We view it as a concatenated
system, system constructed by “concatenationn of encoding blocks and interleavers a t the transmitter.
The transmitter structure is improved using a better interleaving scheme, the receiver architecture by applying a n iterative decoder with AZD (ambiguity zone
detection) structure. This receiver uses generalized erasures, which are resolved in an iterative process. Using
this framework, overall encoding and decoding gain of
almost 9 dB is achieved with small increase in complexity and decoding delay.

1

Introduction

Some of the best codes known today are based on the
basic idea of constructing large codes from simple building blocks via concatenation. Smaller encoders are assembled into an encoding network/cascade a t the transmitter a.nd the data are passed through this cascade before being transmitted. This idea was originally used
by Eliaa to obtain product codes, later in Gallager’s low
density parity check codes and concatenated codes of
Forney [8].It is this approach of combining several old
codes into a new, powerful code, that gives rise to the
most powerful codes known today, e.g., Turbo codes of
Berrou et al. [5]. Moreover, many existing communication systems have such a concatenated structure.
Recently, iterative decoding has been widely studied
as an efficient low complexity decoder, since in many
cases a n overall optimal decoder for a concatenated
system may be too complex and an obvious technique
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based on one-path decoding may be far from ‘being toptimal. Decoding of Turbo codes [5],soft decision decoding scheme discussed by Hagenauer et al. in [9] in
decoding a concatenated code with Reed-Solomon code
and convolutional code, serial concatenation of convolutional codes [4],and an erasure based iterative decoder
[I] are just a few of these.
Non-uniform interleavers are one of the key ingredients for good performance of Turbo codes [5]and, m.ore
generally, of generalized concatenated codes [l]. Good,
relatively short and simple t o describe interleavers can
significantly improve the overall performance of a concatenated system causing manageable increase in complexity and decoding delay. Recently, we proposed a
class of such non-uniform interleavers which offer a significant performance improvement [3].
This paper builds on these ideas to improve the performance of a wireless packet transmission system by
redesigning its transmitter and improving the receiver
structure.

2
2.1

Concatenated Systems
Encoder Concatenation

We define a “concatenated system” as a system that can
be built by concatenation (serial, parallel or combination) of encoding blocks that include some redundancy
or memory. Such blocks can be formally described as
mappings from a message set M to a codebook C

f :M-tCC X,

(1)

where the set X denotes inputs either t o the next encoding block or to the channel. Such an encoding block
then maps a message m into a codeword c = f(m). The
encoding blocks include not only channel encodert;, as
in the conventional concatenated codes, but also c:hannels with spectral shaping (e.g., partial-response cod.ing)
or line coding, channels with IS1 (intersymbol interference) and/or multipath delay, modulators with memory
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(e.g., trellis coded modulation, continuous phase modulation).
The concatenation may be not only a result of having
a concatenated error correcting code a t the transmitter
side, but also of a cascade of encoders a t the transmitter. For instance, a product code may be followed by a
run-length limited code and a partial response channel
in digital recording applications; time and/or space diversity may be used by the transmitter or receiver of a
wireless communication system; a channel with multipath or IS1 may follow a coded system in other applications. This can be described using composite mappings,
i.e., if overall the encoder f obtained by concatenation,
then in serial case

where the decoders 1 and 2 are denoted as maps (PI
and ( ~ 2and the intermediate decisions after the n-th
iteration are a,, b, E M E - the message set extended
by messages with erased symbol. Similarly, in serial
case the receiver obtains a noisy version of fZ(fl(m))
denoted as y and the iterative decoding proceeds as

an = ( P ~ ( Ybn-1)
,
b, = YJ1(a,).

(5)

The iterative decoding technique we introduce is, in
concept, similar to iterative decoding procedures used
in decoding Turbo codes [5] and soft decision decoding
scheme discussed by Hagenauer et al. [9] in decoding a
concatenated code with Reed-Solomon code and convolutional code.

in parallel case

3
and a combination of these two approaches would denote in a hybrid case. (For notation simplicity, we consider interleavers/permutations that may be inserted
between these building blocks as parts of encoder maps.)
Product codes and recently introduced Turbo codes [5]
can be seen as special cases of the concatenated systems.

2.2

Iterative Decoding with Erasures

We introduced a novel receiver structure [l] which combines AZD (ambiguity zone detection) and iterative decoding. The idea of AZD (or sometimes called the null
zone detector) was successfully applied to a partial response system [7]. In our iterative decoding, AZD provides flexibility of deferring decision on unreliable digits
by labeling them as “ambiguous digits” or “generalized
erasures”. The decisions about symbols being ambiguous can be made either a t the receiver front of a continuous channel, or a t constituent decoders of the iterative
decoder. The latter is particularly important for codes
whose MAP decoders are too complex to be built (e.g.,
Reed Solomon codes), or in systems, where low decoder
complexity is required due to the nature of the application.
The iterative decoder makes step-by-step resolutions
of these ambiguous digits by capitalizing on the redundancy introduced by the error correcting code, and modulation/channel with memory. For example, in case of
two encoding blocks concatenated in parallel, the receiver obtains from the channel noisy versions of fl(m)
and fi(m) denoted as r and q. The iterative decoder
can be then written as follows

System Model

This section describes the original wireless packet transmission system as well as the channel coding improvements a t the transmitter and receiver end. Packets of
240 coded bits are generated from 160 information bits
and duobinary modulation is then used for spectral efficiency purposes. The goal of this system is to achieve
packet loss bellow
The decoding complexity and
storage are limited due to size of the receiver and battery power.

3.1

Existing Structure

The current transmitter is depicted as a discrete baseband system in Figure 1. Each packet with 160 information bits is first encoded the by an error correcting
code - a shortened Hamming (12, 8) code with generator matrix
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Resulting 240 bits are permuted by a 20 x 12 block interleaver and then passed to the duobinary modulator that
includes both differential precoding and actual duobinary modulation denoted in discrete time model by

g(D)= 1

+ D.

(7)

To achieve sufficiently high packet throughput, space
and time diversity are used. Each packet is transmitted
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Figure 2: Block diagrams of the (a) original receiver, (b)
iterative AZD based decoder utilizing diversity.

Figure I: Existing transmitter from Section 4 including
time and space diversity.
from three different locations, three different times from
each location, i.e., each packet is transmitted nine times
overall. We denote transmitted packets of duobinary
symbols as vectors X" of length 240, ( T = 1,2, ...,9), and
y'; y2;...;y9 their received noisy versions. We assume
additive white Gaussian noise,that is

with noise components zr [i],i = l , 2, ...,240, are assumed
to be i.i.d. normal random variables N ( 0 , a2).The channel signal to noise ratio (SNR) is then
where E, is
the average energy of a channel symbol.
The current system receiver, shown in Figure 2(a),
is based on bit-by-bit detection of the duobinary signal
and a syndrome decoder of the (12, 8) code. Nine independent trials for decoding of each packet are made by
the receiver and if any of them is successful, the packet
is successfully received.
Successful reception of a decoded message is decided
a t the sink using an error detection code, that is a part
of the source. The error detection code allows almost
complete elimination of incorrectly decoded messages.

3,

3.2

Improved Interleaving Scheme

As a concatenated system, the original transmitter has
two main weaknesses in terms of used interleaving. First

of all, the same interleaver is used in every reception,
hence the same message is sent nine times. Although
this simple diversity scheme is easy to implement, a lot
of worthy information is being wasted by sending the
same data, using essentially a repetition code like approach. In addition, used interleaver is a uniform interleaver and these are known not to perform well in
iterative decoding schemes.
A much better strategy is to send each time differently
permuted version of the encoded message and use nonuniform interleavers for good iterative decoding a t each
reception. The last requirement on the permutations
is that they must be easy to describe. This is due to
receiver's small size and consequent storage constraint.
(For instance, nine random permutations of length 240
would require too much storage for their look-uptables.)
Let #(i) denotes the position of the i-th symbol after
permutation 7rrl where r = 1,2, ...,9 denotes the nimber of transmission/reception attempt. To satisfy the
requirements stated above, we constructed each of permutations d,7r2, ...,7rQ of length 240 as a combination
of 3 permutations as follows
7r"(i)

= 7r3(4(7rI(i)))

T

= 1 , 2 , ...,9.

(9)

These first two parts of the overall a" make them
different from one transmission to another and can be
easily implemented using a 20 x 12 array and a small
look-up table. Each permutation T ; reorders bits wii,hin
each Hamming codeword. It is different for each r and
can be described using a permutation of length 12. Permutations 7r; reorder 20 different Hamming codewords
constituting each packet, to avoid bits from same pair
of blocks being neighbors repetitively. The reorderings
are different for each r .
Finally, for 7r3 we decided to use a permutation f:om
the class studied in [3], since they offer good spreading
of low weight patterns. The selected ?r3 is defined as
7r3(i)
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i + 16A;

(mod 240),

I:10)

where

t00

Ai = A ,
f o r i = j (mod4)
(11)
and A0 = 0, A1 = 1, Az = 3, A3 = 5. This permutation can be easily implemented as using a circular buffer of size 240, where the data are first read in,
then shifted cyclically to the right and then read out [3].
Thus we have obtained permutations with low complexity of description and implementation, which achieve
good spreading of bits.

3.3

Iterative Receiver Using Diversity

The iterative receiver is depicted in Figure 2(b) and is
based on the idea originally considered in [2]. Two concatenated decoders working in tandem are helping one
another to correct more errors and remove erasures as
the decoding proceeds during each reception, while utilizing the decisions from previous reception.
This decoder, depicted schematically in Figure 2(b),
can be written as follows:

Both the duobinary decoder cpz and Hamming decoder
cp1 are implemented based on their trellis structures trellises with two and eight states respectively. These
decoders are capable of performing decoding with erasures using an erasure outputting algorithm, that can be
thought as a low complexity modification of the SOVA
algorithm [6] for handling and outputting binary erasures.
Let Ir(e) and l o ( e ) denote the input and output labels
of the trellis along each edge e. Consider reception T and
edge e going from the (i - 1)-th stage to the i-th trellis
stage of the duobinary trellis. At the n-th iteration, the
incremental metric at the decoder along this edge e is
proportional to

where c is a scaling factor and the decisions b*[i] and
bn-l[i] about the i t h bit come from the previous reception and previous iteration respectively. Similarly,
for the Hamming decoder, the incremental metric along
the edge f , f going from the stage (i - 1) to stage i in
the Hamming trellis, is proportional to

Note that the initial conditions, i.e., bo during the first
iteration and b" during the first reception, are initialized
with all bits being erased.
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Figure 3: Overall packet loss for four different receivers:
(a) Original transmitter and receiver. (b) Original transmitter and iterative A Z D based receiver not using diversity. (c) Original transmitter and iterative A Z D based receiver using diversity. (d) Improved transmitter and iterative A Z D based receiver t h a t uses diversity.
Each decoder serves as ambiguity zone detectors

(AZD), discussed originally in [7] in detection of partial response signals. Here, the ambiguous decisions are
made in the VA upon mergers of competing paths with
cumulative metrics MI and Mz. Symbols in which those
two paths differ are labeled as erased if the metric difference is bellow a threshold, i.e.,

A = / M I - Mz1< t ,

(15)

A = IM I - Ma I 2 t ,

(16)

whereas if
decided symbols and their erasure flags are kept from
the winning path.
The stopping rule in step 3, i.e., deciding on correct
decision of the packet, is done using the error detecting
code that is a part of the source. Hence the receiver
brings no time delay in reception of good packets and
has almost no significant additional storage needs, since
channel data yr is not stored from previous receptions.

4

Performance Improvement

The simulation results on the additive white Gaussian
noise channel are shown in Figure 3 for four different systems. Curve (a) shows the performance for the original
transmitter and receiver; curve (d) is the performance
curve for the improved transmitter and receiver from
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ing wireless packet transmission system that uses coding and diversity. As the simulation results in Sections,4
show,improved transmitter and iterative receiver bri:ng
almost 9 dB gain in system’s performance with only a
small complexity increase.
Further improvements in the performance of the wireless packet transmission system are possible by further
modifying the transmitter side. The current error correcting code is a shortened Hamming code. Although
it is easy t o implement at both encoding and (decoding
sides, the use of a more powerful code at the transmitter
may bring further performance improvement.
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Figure 4: Average number of needed packet receptions for successfully decoded packets in the constructed
transmitter and receiver system.
Section 3. Improvement of almost 9 dB is achieved for
required overall packet loss of
To see which part of this improvement is due to the
improved encoding and which is due t o improved decoding, two other curves are shown for comparison. Curve
(b) shows the performance of the original transmitter,
with the iterative receiver starting afresh at each recept i m . (I.e., iterative receiver not utilizing the diversity.)
Curve (c.) shows the original transmitter, as performing
with the iterative receiver from previous section.
Finally, for the improved transmitter and its receiver,
it is also interesting t o observe, how the average number
of receptions needed t o decode a packet successfully increases with lowered channel SNR (Figure 4). At higher
SNR’s, the decoder is able t o receives the message almost immediately. At lower SNR’s, the decoder has to
wait for later receptions of a packet to recover it sufficiently.
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